University of Pavia and ST.E.P. ESN Pavia present:

New Year, New DPCM! Info about the new changes
Italy is facing the **COVID-19** situation at the best of its strength. Respect the new measures not only for your health but also for the others, and stay at home as much as possible. Do it for yourself, do it for **Italy**!
The vaccine has finally arrived! But this doesn’t mean that we should let our guard down, especially in this first period of distribution of the new vaccine. To keep the situation under control, a new DPCM will be enforced from 7 to 15 January.
January 7th and 8th
YELLOW ZONE

Moving between towns\cities is allowed from 5 to 22 ONLY within your region

Bars, pubs, restaurants, pastry shops etc. reopen from 5 to 18; take away until 10pm

The shops and malls are open
January 9th and 10th
ORANGE ZONE

Moving from 5 to 22 is allowed within your own municipality and ONLY between municipalities with n. inhabitants not exceeding 5000 and within 30 km. Moving to the provincial main town is prohibited

Commercial Activities closed, take-out allowed until 10pm and home delivery always allowed

Shops are open, shopping centers closed, with the exception of some product categories
Movements from 7th to 15th January

Traveling between different Regions or autonomous provinces is prohibited.

From 10pm to 5am all movements are prohibited, except for those motivated by proven work needs, situations of necessity or health reasons. It is always allowed to return to one's home or place of residence.